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A Dynamic 3-D Surface Profilometer With
Nanoscale Measurement Resolution and MHz

Bandwidth for MEMS Characterization
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Abstract—Commercialization of microelectromechanical sys-5
tems (MEMS) has made accurate dynamic characterization a ma-6
jor challenge in design and fabrication. In view of this need, a7
dynamic 3-D surface profilometer involving white light interfer-8
ometric scanning principle with a stroboscopic LED light source9
was developed. The developed instrument was applied to a micro-10
cantilever beam used in atomic force microscopy (AFM) to analyze11
its full-field resonant vibratory behavior. The first five resonant vi-12
bration modes were fully characterized with vertical measurement13
accuracy of 3–5 nm and vertical measurement in the range of tens14
of micrometers. The experimental results were consistent with the15
outcomes of the theoretical simulation by ANSYS. Using strobo-16
scopic illumination and white light vertical scanning techniques,17
the developed static and dynamic 3-D nanoscale surface profilom-18
etry of MEMS devices can achieve measurement range of tens of19
micrometers and dynamic bandwidth of up to 1-MHz resonance20
frequency.21

Index Terms—Dynamic profilometry, integrated mechatronics,22
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) dynamic characteriza-23
tion, stroboscopic interferometry.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

M ICROELECTROMECHANICAL systems (MEMS),26

such as microaccelerometers, microbeams, micromem-27

branes, and microbridges, possess component or system func-28

tionality essentially relying on the dynamic displacement prop-29

erties of the microstructure and accurate characterization. In30

particular, this kind of characterization requires comprehensive31

knowledge of the vibration behavior of the MEMS. The de-32

sign, performances, and reliability of MEMS and microopto-33

electromechanical systems (MOEMS) depend critically on the34

control of the whole technology and especially on the knowl-35

edge and control of the mechanical behavior of materials and36

micromechanical devices [1], [2]. Characterization of the actual37

mechanical behavior of MEMS is essentially required since the-38

oretical simulation cannot be performed due to possible dimen-39

sional imperfections, unexpected effects from inherent stress40
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gradient, unpredictable real-boundary conditions, and damping 41

mechanisms. Additionally, microstructure resonant frequencies 42

can range from hertz to several megahertz, which significantly 43

limits the range of measurement due to the increase in measure- 44

ment bandwidth [3]. When performing stroboscopic interfero- 45

metric measurement, the golden rule for freezing the moving 46

interferometric fringe is that the larger the vibrating frequency 47

is, the shorter the detecting strobed light should flash. When the 48

vibrating period decreases to less than a few hundred nanosec- 49

onds, an excessively lengthy flashing time can lead to the degra- 50

dation of interferograms caused by unwarranted image blurring. 51

In general, atomic force microscopy (AFM) possesses an 52

atomically sharp probe tip affixed to a cantilevered beam, which 53

is raster-scanned in close proximity over the surface of inter- 54

est [4]. Most AFM cantilever beams are made of monocrys- 55

talline silicon. The resonance frequency and the force constant 56

are mainly determined by the geometry and material properties 57

of the cantilever beams. The thickness of the cantilever beam is 58

generally measured using an interferometric microscope while 59

the length and width are measured with an optical microscope. 60

The resonance frequency and force constant can be estimated 61

using the conventional flexural vibration equations. However, 62

possible measurement errors and the assumption used in the 63

calculation may cause 10%–20% errors when predicting the 64

resonance frequency and force constant of cantilevers of 125– 65

450 µm long [5]. Furthermore, for microdevices with internal 66

residual stress, the vibration modes may significantly differ from 67

that of unstressed microdevices [6]. Therefore, it is obvious that 68

a single spectrum and point-type characterization are gener- 69

ally not sufficient for evaluating the dynamic behavior of either 70

stressed elementary or complex AMF cantilever beams [4]. 71

Heterodyne laser vibrometers, involving the laser Doppler ef- 72

fect and extensively used for MEMS vibration spectra measure- 73

ments, have a typical detection limit below 10 pm in a frequency 74

bandwidth of a few megahertz. They are insensitive to envi- 75

ronmental noises and good for out-of-plane measurement [2]. 76

However, such technique only obtains a point measurement of 77

the out-of-plane vibrations and does not provide the essential 78

information on the relative phase of the vibrations, thus, af- 79

fecting the comprehensive understanding of dynamic behaviors 80

of microdevices. To enhance the scanning efficiency, optical 81

microscopic interferometry, digital holography (DH), and elec- 82

tronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) can all be applied 83

to full-field out-of-plane vibration measurements of M(O)EMS 84

using either time averaging or stroboscopic techniques. Time- 85

averaged interferometry with a fringe contrast function can 86
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the developed optical system.

perform quantitative analysis of the interference pattern in87

contrast to obtaining vibration mode shapes, but is only suit-88

able for low vibration frequency measurement. To overcome89

this problem, time-resolved stroboscopic measurements using90

either white light, single-wavelength LED light, or pulsed laser91

can be deployed for full-field interferometric techniques for 2-D92

or 3-D measurements of vibration mode shapes with a theoret-93

ical measurement bandwidth of up to 2 MHz [7]. The stro-94

boscopic interferometry can be combined with phase-shifting95

algorithm as well as with fast Fourier transform (FFT) interfer-96

ogram processing to obtain quasi-real-time 3-D profilometry of97

the vibration mode shape. Thus, this study develops a micro-98

scopic measurement system, involving white light stroboscopic99

interferometry and vertical scanning principle, to achieve full-100

field 3-D measurements in the range of tens of micrometers101

with nanoscale vertical resolution and high-bandwidth response102

of up to 1 MHz.103

This paper comprises five sections organized as follows.104

Section II describes the system layout of the developed opti-105

cal measurement system with its design of strobed LED light106

source and signal-synchronizing electronics. Stroboscopic vi-107

bration measurements analysis and interferogram processing108

are detailed in Section III. To demonstrate the feasibility of109

the proposed methodology, theoretical evaluation and dynamic110

vibratory measurements on AFM microcantilever beams with111

various operation modes were performed and analyzed in Sec-112

tion IV. Section V contains the conclusion and summarizes the113

development.114

II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND INTEGRATION115

The optical system is established on a white light Mirau116

optical interferometer. As shown in Fig. 1, a standard Nikon117

microscope is equipped with Mirau interferometric objectives118

and a Physik Instrumente (PI) piezoelectric vertical translation119

Fig. 2. Hardware setup of the developed optical system.

Fig. 3. Property of the LED light source. (a) Light spectrum. (b) Time response
of the strobed LED light.

system sensed by a capacitive positioning device for with the 120

closed-loop control. The piezoelectric transducer with embed- 121

ded capacitive sensors for closed-loop control has a 100-µm 122

vertical translation range and a subnanometric resolution. The 123

system was also equipped with a single LED (NSPW 300BS) 124

having a maximum power output of 3 W. The LED can be driven 125

in pulsed or continuous wave modes when incorporated with the 126

light control circuit unit. The hardware setup of the developed 127

optical system is shown in Fig. 2. 128

The light spectrum of the applied LED and the control circuit 129

module are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 4, respectively. This arrange- 130

ment enables a dual mode measurement capability in a single 131

interferometer, where the continuous white light source can be 132

applied for static surface profilometry while the stroboscopic 133
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Fig. 4. Control circuit of the developed stroboscopic LED light module.

Fig. 5. Synchronized signals for stroboscopic signal and PZT vibration signal.

light source is utilized for dynamic vibratory measurements.134

The incident light from the light source module is collimated135

by a set of optical lenses for producing a parallel white light136

beam that illuminates the measured surface and reference mir-137

ror. A 5-V square signal with a duty cycle of less than 2% is138

employed to drive the control electronics of the stroboscopic139

LED. Meanwhile, the repeatability and timing accuracy of the140

LED firing electronics was evaluated by measuring the actual141

pulsed light with a photodetector (Thorlab PDA55 with a detec-142

tion bandwidth of 10 MHz and sensible light spectrum ranging143

between 320 and 1100 nm). The time response of the light144

module can be seen in Fig. 3(b). The repeatability of the LED145

firing timing was identified to be within 2.1 ns for ±1 standard146

deviation.147

The MEMS testing sample is actuated by applying a sinu-148

soidal voltage generated by a 20-MHz function waveform gen-149

erator. The two driving signals mentioned earlier are accurately150

Fig. 6. AFM cantilever beam resonated at its secondary vibratory mode at a
frequency of 1.067 MHz. (a) Blurred white light interferogram image when no
strobed light was applied. (b) Good contrast interferogram image when a duty
cycle of the strobed light set at 2% of the PZT driving signal was employed.

synchronized with an adjustable phase delay (shown in Fig. 5), 151

in order to generate frozen interferograms. Although vibratory 152

motion is damaging to the contrast quality of the conventional 153

interferometric fringe images, this kind of stroboscopic source 154

illumination is capable of capturing repeated images of the sam- 155

ple at the identical phase of oscillation such that the interference 156

fringes can be unambiguously acquired. The whole system is 157

mounted on a vibration-isolation optical table and placed in 158

an environment with the minimum influence of external vi- 159

brations and disturbances. For the dynamic vibratory 3-D pro- 160

filometry, the tested devices are rigidly secured on a silicon 161

holder (Pointprobe silicon). The holder is mechanically fixed 162

on a piezoelectric PbxZrTiO3(1−x) (PZT) disk integrated with 163

silver electrodes. 164

The measurement sensitivity and lateral resolution of the full- 165

field out-of-plane vibratory motion of the developed system are 166

primarily controlled by the diaphragm diameter and the global 167

magnification of the optical system. With a 50-mm-diameter 168

diaphragm and a 50× Mirau objective, measurements of nano- 169

metric vibration amplitudes of MEMS with a spatial resolution 170

equal to 1 µm and a frequency bandwidth of more than 2 MHz 171

can be achieved. Compared with previous ones, the developed 172

system has the following two technical advances in stroboscopic 173

interferometric measurement. 174

1) Single light source for both static and dynamic out-of-plane 175

measurement: A single superluminescent LED of white light 176

spectrum can be operated either in pulsed- or continuous-wave 177

modes when incorporated with the homemade light-control 178

electronics. With the developed light module, the conventional 179

white light interferometric measurement systems can be trans- 180

formed into a system capable of dynamic characterization. 181

2) Generation of shorter duty cycle of the strobed electric 182

signal: The contrast quality of frozen interferometric fringes 183

is mainly determined by the period of the duty cycle and the 184

response bandwidth of the driving light circuit. Experimental 185

results have demonstrated that less than 2% duty cycle of the 186

stroboscopic LED pulse can achieve dynamic response band- 187

width of up to 2 MHz. 188

An AFM cantilever measured by the developed device is 189

shown in Fig. 6, in which the cantilever is vibrated at its 190
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Fig. 7. White light scanning interferometric irradiance of static profile mea-
surement of the Taylor Hobson standard step height.

secondary vibratory mode with a frequency of up to 1.067 MHz.191

Fig. 6(a) displays its white light interferogram image when no192

strobed light was applied. In contrast, Fig. 6(b) shows the corre-193

sponding interferogram image when a duty cycle of the strobed194

light set at 2% of the PZT driving signal was employed to freeze195

the inteferometric fringes.196

III. STROBOSCOPIC VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS ANALYSIS197

AND INTERFEROGRAM PROCESSING198

In white light interferometry, the position of the zero-order199

interference fringe obtained from the white light interferometry200

(WLI) is independent of the wavelength of light [8]. When the201

maximum fringe contrast is identified, no height ambiguities and202

no focus errors exist in the measurement of surface microstruc-203

ture. The detected intensity in the white light interferogram for204

the optical path difference (2z) between two optical arms can205

be expressed as follows [5], [9]:
206

I(x, y) = Io[1 + C(z) cos(4πz/λmc + ∆ϕ)] (1)

where207

I0 background intensity;208

λmc apparent mean source wavelength;209

∆ϕ local reflection phase shift difference;210

C(z) global contrast function.211

An example of white light scanning interferometric irradiance212

obtained by measuring the Taylor Hobson standard step height213

is shown in Fig. 7. A model of the interference fringe I(x, y)214

can be further expressed by the following [9]:215

g(z) =
∫ ku

kl

ψ(k) cos 2k(z − zp)dk + C

= mc(z) cos 2kcz + ms(z) sin 2kcz + C (2)

where216

k angular wavenumber (k = 2π/λ);217

zp height of the surface of the object at point (x, y);218

Fig. 8. Enveloped signal of the scanning interferometric irradiance shown in
Fig. 7.

ψ(k) energy distribution of the incident beam to the CCD 219

detector with respect to k; 220

kc any fixed positive real number; 221

222

mc(z) equals
∫ ku

kl

ψ(k) cos 2{k(z − zp) − kcz}dk;

ms(z) equals
∫ ku

kl

ψ(k) sin 2{k(z − zp) − kcz}dk.

According to the definition of the interference fringe, the square 223

envelope function is modeled as follows [9]: 224

r(z) = {mc(z)}2 + {ms(z)}2

=
2∆2

π2

{
(1 − cos

πz

∆
){

∞∑
n=−∞

f(z2n)
z − z2n

}2

+(1 + cos
πz

∆
){

∞∑
n=−∞

f(z2n+1)
z − z2n+1

}2

}
(3)

where ∆ is the sampling interval of the discrete interferometric 225

fringes. 226

The square envelope function of the interference fringe ob- 227

tained from WLI can be affected by some surface properties 228

such as materials difference, surface roughness, and reflectiv- 229

ity. In addition, the inclined angle of the measured surface also 230

affects the profile measurement since the reflected object beam 231

cannot return back to the interferometer. Some of these chal- 232

lenges have been investigated in various cases [10], [11]. 233

Using the aforementioned method, the static 3-D profile mea- 234

surement can be reconstructed with the vertical resolution of 235

up to 1 nm, and its repeatability within one standard devia- 236

tion reaching a few nanometers. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the 237

enveloped signal and the 3-D map reconstructed from the Tay- 238

lor Hobson standard step height. The measurement accuracy has 239

been demonstrated to be within 20 nm. The repeatability of static 240

profilometry of the developed system was verified by measuring 241
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Fig. 9. 3-D profile measurement of the Taylor Hobson standard step height.

TABLE I
REPEATABILITY OF STATIC PROFILE MEASUREMENT USING

THE DEVELOPED SYSTEM

the step height (3700.0 ± 10.0 nm) of the Taylor Hobson mas-242

terpiece for 30 times. The obtained data were evaluated using243

the International Standards Organization (ISO) 5436-1 Geomet-244

rical Product Specifications (GPS). Table I lists the measured245

results for three kinds of Mirau interferometric objectives.246

The earlier equation is suitable for the case when the contin-247

uous LED light source is applied. When the stroboscopic LED248

light source is deployed, the contrast envelope has two peaks in249

its effective light power spectrum and the local vibration value250

z(x/G, y/G) of the tested sample at the resonance frequency251

can be described as [2]252

z(x/G, y/G)

= z0(x/G, y/G) + a(x/G, y/G) sin(ωt + φ1((x/G, y/G))

(4)

where253

a vibration amplitude;254

f vibration frequency;255

φl phase lag between the driving signal and the device re-256

sponse;257

G interferometric objective magnification.258

For stroboscopic measurements, the sample is illuminated259

during a light pulsed time δT short with respect to the vibration260

period T = 1/f . It can be demonstrated that if the duty cycle261

δT/T is such that sin(nδT/T )/nδT/T ) ∼= 1 for all harmon-262

TABLE II
DIMENSION SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TESTED AFM CANTILEVER BEAM

ics present in the signal, the intensity detected in stroboscopic 263

measurements is given by the following: 264

I(x, y) = NTI0 {1 + C(z0 + ∆φ + α sin(ωt0 + φ1))

× cos
(

4π

λmc
z0 + ∆φ +

4π

λmc
α sin(ωt0 + φ1)

)}
. (5)

Thus, when considering low vibration amplitudes and short light 265

pulses such as sin(nωδT/2)/nωδT/2 ≈ 1, the detected inten- 266

sity of stroboscopic inteferograms being accumulated N times 267

is given as 268

I(x, y) = N

∫ t0+δT/2

t0−δT/2

I(x, y, t)dt

∼= N δT I0[1 + C(Z0) cos(B + ∆φ)]

where B =
4π

λmc
z0 +

4π

λmc
a sin(ωt0 + φ1) (6)

The aforementioned intensity is similar to the one for the 269

static measurement when the interferometric image is frozen 270

using stroboscopic light. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the interferogram 271

of AFM probe cantilever beams measured by the developed 272

device in which the image contrast is as good as the one for its 273

static mode. 274

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULT ANALYSIS 275

A. Description of AFM Cantilever Microbeams 276

For illustration, the static and dynamic surface profiles of a 277

contact-mode AFM cantilever microbeam were measured by 278

the developed device. The microcantilever was fabricated by 279

NANOSENSORS Corporation, and its detailed material speci- 280

fications can be found in TAble II. 281

Here, the material density (ρ), modulus of rigidity, 282

Young’s modulus, and yield strength of silicon were set at 283

2.33 g/cm3, 0.5 × 1011N/m2, 1.69 × 1011N/m2 (in the (1 1 284

0) direction), and 7 × 109N/m2, respectively. Meanwhile, the 285

cross section of the underlying cantilever is trapezoidal, in which 286

the beam has two geometrical widths—a smaller one on the tip 287

side and a broader one on the opposite side. Thus, the mean 288

width represents the median between these two values. 289

B. Mechanical Analysis of AFM Microcantilever Beams 290

An AFM cantilever beam, in general, can be illustrated as 291

Fig. 10, in which the important dimensions of the beam and 292
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of an AFM cantilever beam.

probe tip are expressively depicted. By assuming that the beam293

is rigidly clamped at one end, the flexural resonant frequencies294

of a cantilever beam having a cross section A and an inertial295

moment I can be theoretically derived in (7) and [12]296

fn =
λ2

n

2π

1
L2

√
EI
ρA

(7)

where297

n mode order;298

λn mode constant;299

A cross section of cantilever beam;300

L length of cantilever beam;301

E effective Young’s modulus;302

I inertial moment;303

ρ density of the beam material.304

Equation (7) does not take the probe tip into consideration.305

When taking the tip mass into account and assuming the tip306

as a cone with height h and base diameter equal to h, the cor-307

rected flexural resonant frequencies of a cantilever beam can be308

modeled as (8) [13]309

fcorr =
√

3
2π

√
EWT 3

12(PL3 + 0.236pL4)

= 0.276

√
EWT 3

ρ(πh3L3 + 0.283WTL4)
. (8)

For most cases, the crystallographic orientation along the can-310

tilever axis is aligned parallel to the (1 1 0) direction. According311

to the practical fracture limit used in the cantilever beam, the312

deflection of the cantilever at which the maximum stress in the313

lever equals 10% of the yield strength of the beam materials (1314

1 0) can be expressed as315

Y =
1
15

∑
lim
E

L2

T
(9)

Fig. 11. ANSYS resonance analysis results of the cantilever obtained using
ANSYS (the first five modes: (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively).

where Σlim is the yield strength of the beam material such as 316

silicon. 317

C. Results and Analysis of the Theoretical Simulation 318

According to (8), a theoretical simulation on the beam dy- 319

namic analysis for identifying its vibration modes was per- 320

formed using ANSYS. The first five modes were simulated and 321

shown in Fig. 11, in which its predicted natural frequencies were 322

10.973, 68.767, 192.4, 377.5, and 623.9 kHz, respectively. To 323

obtain the actual situation, the accurate mode frequencies were 324

also measured by a laser Doppler interferometer and identified 325

as 10.850, 68.60, 190.96, 387.0, and 643.2 kHz for the first five 326

modes, respectively. It was noted that the predicted values were 327

approximately consistent with the real values, and their differ- 328

ences increased slightly when the vibratory mode was increased 329

from 1% to 5%. Such errors in simulation can be attributed 330

to the deviations in dimensions and material properties of the 331

cantilever. 332

D. Measurement Results and Analysis of the Dynamic Vibratory 333

3-D Shape of the AFM Microcantilever Beam 334

Fig. 12 shows the static 3-D surface profile obtained by the 335

developed white light interferometric scanning method. As can 336

be seen, the maximum deflection of the cantilever beam was 337

less than 1 µm, which indicates that the beam was initially ori- 338

entated at a relatively flat level. When performing the dynamic 339

measurement of AFM cantilever beams, a 20-Vpp sinusoidal 340
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Fig. 12. Static 3-D measurement results of the AFM cantilever beam (contact
mode). (a) Static 3-D profile. (b) Schematic diagram of beam deflection.

voltage with the five vibration mode frequencies was applied to341

the PZT driver, and a 2% duty cycle was used for the strobo-342

scopic measurements. Stroboscopic measurements with white343

light vertical scanning interferometry of the vibration modes344

were performed at the first five frequency modes with a light345

pulse duty cycle of 2%. The LED and PZT driving signals were346

accurately synchronized with an adjustable phase delay.347

Fig. 13 displays the first five resonance modes obtained us-348

ing the stroboscopic measurement method developed. The mea-349

sured mode shapes and cross section contours were obtained by350

profiling the vertical scanning contours along the microbeam351

length. The results were first corrected by the static deflection352

along the microbeam length. Theoretical mode shapes computed353

from the aforementioned ANSYS analysis were compared with354

the experimental ones and the two were convincingly consistent.355

The slight inconsistency between the theoretical values and356

the measured ones may be attributed to the following two pos-357

sible reasons.358

1) Dimension and material property deviation of the can-359

tilever: Potential measurement errors and the simplifica-360

tion used in the theoretical analysis may result in approx-361

imately 10% errors in the cantilever analysis.362

2) Inadequately clamped ends of the cantilever beam: The363

cantilever beam is assumed to have ends perfectly clamped364

to its support base. Any inadequately clamped end may365

cause unexpected difference.366
Dynamic measurement was also performed on a tapping-367

mode AFM cantilever beam (Nanosensors NCLR) with a dif-368

ferent component specification. The second vibratory modes369

Fig. 13. 3-D map and cross section map of the first five resonance modes.
(a)–(e) Sequentially represent the dynamic measurement results for the vibratory
modes 1–5, respectively.

at 1192.1 kHz (the theoretical predicted value) was chosen 370

to demonstrate the system capability in dynamic measure- 371

ment at high resonant frequencies. By using a laser Doppler 372

interferometer, the actual resonant frequency of this mode 373

was identified as 1067 kHz. As shown in Fig. 14(a)–(h), the 374

3-D maps sequentially represent the dynamic measurement re- 375

sults for successively different cycle times while Fig. 14(i) 376

displays the cross section of the vibratory shape having the 377

maximum vibratory amplitude of 400 nm. The maximum vi- 378

bration amplitude was within 400 nm. The results have clearly 379

demonstrated the capability of the developed optical system and 380
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Fig. 14. Consequent 3-D vibratory maps of the second resonant mode (at frequency of 1.067 MHz). (a)–(h) Sequentially represent the dynamic measurement
results for successively different cycle times, 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5%, 75%, 87.5%, and 100%, respectively; and (i) displays the cross section of the
vibratory shape having the maximum vibratory amplitude of 400 nm.

white light stroboscopic interferometry for the dynamic profile381

measurement of complex vibratory behaviors being operated at382

high frequency.383

V. CONCLUSION384

A dynamic surface profilometry involving white light inter-385

ferometric scanning principle with a stroboscopic LED light386

source was successfully developed for dynamic characteriza-387

tion of AFM microcantilever beams. The experimental results388

demonstrate that the developed method is suitable for accu-389

rate full-field dynamic characterization of microdevices having390

complex vibratory behaviors, and a large depth of field (DOF)391

of hundredth micrometers can be achieved. The measured band-Q2 392

width of the vibration mode shape can reach up to 1 MHz with a393

depth detection resolution of 5 nm. Meanwhile, good agreement394

between the theoretical simulated outcomes and experimental395

results is found for 3-D vibratory characteristics of AFM mi-396

crocantilever beams.397
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QUERIES480

Q1. Author: Please check the exapnsion of PI.481

Q2. Author: Please explain "of hundredth micrometers" in Conclusion.482
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